Young people who have complex physical disabilities and good cognition may face many barriers to learning, communication, personal development, physical interaction and play experiences. Physical interaction and play are known to be important components of child development, but this group currently has few suitable ways in which to participate in these activities.
Technology can help to facilitate such experiences. This research aims to develop a technologybased tool to provide this group with the potential for physical interaction and physical play, by providing a means of manipulating objects. The tool will be used to develop the target group's knowledge of spatial concepts and the properties of objects. It will utilise eye gaze technology, robotics and haptic feedback (artificial sensation) in order to simulate physical control and sensations.
Throughout this study, there will be a strong focus on Human Computer Interaction, as the target group has complex usability requirements.
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF WORK
The exhibited piece of work consists of a prototype hardware and software system (Figure 1 ) which allows eye gaze control of a robotic arm with accompanying haptic feedback.
The three main hardware components are:
A laptop computer with an eye tracking unit situated between the keyboard and screen. (ii)
A small robotic arm with two attached webcams. (iii)
A wearable haptic feedback device.
The user interacts with the prototype system using only their eyes. The eye tracking device [ Figure 1 (providing a close-up view of the scene immediately in front of the end-effector) and the other from above the arm [6] , providing an aerial view (similar to how one would see one's own hand when looking down upon it). The robotic arm is situated in close proximity and sight of the user so that they can use both the webcam and real-world views to inform their actions.
The user can manipulate the robotic arm and instruct it to grip objects. Gripping an object delivers a haptic sensation to the participant's fingers -this sensation is provided by the haptic device [7] . The haptic device ( Figure 2 ) is a flexible adjustable fitting designed to be worn on the fingers. The tip contains a vibrating motor which when activated delivers a sensation to the wearer's fingertip. 
Dimensions of the work
The entire work will fit on and within the bounds of a 3' by 6' table top surface or similar. The robotic arm is relatively compact, requiring an operating space of approximately 2' x 3' x 2' (d x w x h). Additional space will be required for a seated participant.
Audience Interaction
The prototype is designed to be interactive and can be operated by visitors to the exhibition. This can either take place individually, or be performed in front of an audience, if required.
The procedure for using the prototype system is as follows:
The haptic device is attached to the participant.
(iii) The participant sits in a position where the eye-tracking unit can accurately track their eyes. (iv)
An eye gaze calibration exercise is performed which involves the participant tracking a dot around the screen. (v) After having achieved a successful calibration, the participant will be able to control the robotic arm using onscreen gaze-aware cells.
The participant can manoeuvre the robotic arm to grip objects. Upon gripping, the participant will feel a haptic sensation in their fingers delivered by the haptic device. This sensation will cease once the object is released.
Duration and format
The initial setup phase (haptic device fitting and eye tracker calibration) takes just a few minutes. The participant will then need a brief period to familiarise themselves with the system, and then several minutes to experience using the system.
Equipment requirements
The author will provide all of the equipment detailed above. A power supply and extension lead with at least two power outlets will be required.
Additional requirements may be necessary depending upon the requirements of the event:
(i) If the user interface is to be viewed by an audience, a larger external screen or projector will be required. (ii)
Visitors will need a chair in which to sit whilst interacting with the work.
If space is limited, the work could instead be presented via video footage examples. This would require a larger external screen or projector. 
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